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Gospel: Luke 18:9-14 
9[Jesus] also told this parable to some who trusted in themselves that they were righteous and 

regarded others with contempt:10“Two men went up to the temple to pray, one a Pharisee and the 

other a tax collector. 11The Pharisee, standing by himself, was praying thus, ‘God, I thank you 

that I am not like other people: thieves, rogues, adulterers, or even like this tax collector. 12I fast 

twice a week; I give a tenth of all my income.’ 13But the tax collector, standing far off, would not 

even look up to heaven, but was beating his breast and saying, ‘God, be merciful to me, a 

sinner!’ 14I tell you, this man went down to his home justified rather than the other; for all who 

exalt themselves will be humbled, but all who humble themselves will be exalted.” 

 

Grace and peace to you from God our Father and our Lord and Savior Jesus the Christ. 

Amen. 

If you’ve ever known young children, you know they’re pretty smart. If you’ve thought 

they are like sponges and soak up practically everything – you aren’t too far off. Listen to this: 

“…preschoolers are able to pick up on how adults view other people, and quickly too. 

Researchers from the University of Washington showed Seattle preschoolers videos of one adult 

greeting and engaging with two others. She greets one of the other adults by smiling, leaning 

toward her, using a warm tone of voice, and happily sharing a colorful toy. She greets the other 

adult by scowling, leaning away, using a cold tone of voice, and reluctantly handing over the 

colorful toy. 

“After watching the video, the preschoolers are asked to point to the adult they prefer. 

The researchers found that 75 percent of the time the children point to the adult who was treated 

well. They prefer her. When asked to whom they would like to give the toy, 69 percent of the 

time they chose the adult who was treated well. The calculus these preschoolers are using seems 

straightforward: if you are treated badly, you are a bad person. Upon watching just one thirty-

second clip of a negative interaction, preschoolers have seen enough to hold the target of bias 

responsible rather than the holder of bias. And these children make this known not only in their 

negative view of the adult treated less favorably but also in their desire to see that adult receive 

fewer resources.”  

Jennifer Eberhardt reports this study in her book Biased, which looks at neuroscience, 

implicit bias, and how great the struggle is for us humans not to be biased against each other. Our 

brains so easily create these pathways to bias and prejudice, even preschoolers act on it. Without 
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hardly a blink of an eye we put people into the “other” category and recognize them as different 

from us. Our brains fire off signals to alert us to be cautious of them, or worse, consider them an 

enemy. Or even as preschoolers noted, when we see someone else being treated poorly, we are 

apt to think poorly of them too. Just think about the cumulative effect of witnessing these kinds 

of negative interactions day after day. 

There is a protective element to this natural inclination. We don’t want our children 

cozying up to random strangers. And yet there is also great danger in that we disregard the 

humanity of those who are not quite like us. There is danger is presuming that our traditions, our 

values, the way we were raised, our culture is the only one that matters, or it is the true standard 

for everyone else, and we devalue the lives and experiences of people who are not like us. And 

so we presume, without hardly thinking, that they are less than us.  

It seems sensible to say, “So let’s just not be that way!” “Let’s just act differently. Jesus 

did tell us to love our enemies, right?” But as Jennifer Eberhardt points out in her book, it isn’t 

so easy when our neural pathways have a familiar and comfortable route, making bias, prejudice, 

disdain for others the normal course of our brain’s automatic responses. Bias begins from a very 

young age and is reinforced over time. Acting against bias is a monumental task. 

In today’s gospel reading, Jesus challenges us to think differently about this problem. 

Luke tells us that Jesus was addressing those who trusted in themselves that they were righteous 

and regarded others with contempt. He doesn’t tell them, “Go, love your enemy.” Instead, he 

tells a parable of two characters praying in the temple. He challenges his listeners to consider: 

what is our proper posture before God? 

There’s a Pharisee, who stands by himself, apart from others to pray a prayer of 

thanksgiving for the right path his life is on. He doesn’t steal, cheat, have affairs, or collect 

money on behalf of the Roman government. He fasts and is generous. There is nothing wrong 

with how the Pharisee is living. But even though he approaches God with a grateful heart, his 

posture places himself above others. He is standing by himself, apart from those other people. 

And in his prayer, it’s him and God, and those other people. 

Then there’s the tax collector. He stands “far off,” as if he is not worthy to be among the 

other believers gathered there. His posture before God is that of humility, an honest assessment 

of his life. He is too ashamed to look up while praying and he beat his breast, saying, “God, be 

merciful to me, a sinner!”  
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 It sounds like a simple parable, but as soon as we say, “Oh that terrible Pharisee” we have 

put ourselves in the very same place. “At least we aren’t like him when we pray!” What’s worse, 

is that we tend to take this Pharisee and vilify him. It sets him up as a caricature. Through 

centuries of Christianity, we Christians have taken this “idea” of this kind of Pharisee and 

extrapolated it, along with other biblical texts, into prejudice, bias, and yes, hatred against Jewish 

people. Pharisees are not uniformly described as so self-righteous in the New Testament, and in 

the wider literature of that time people, Pharisees were earnestly seeking the best ways to 

encounter God’s holiness day to day; they were well-regarded members of society. 

Jesus spent time with Pharisees because they had more in common than not. But when 

they had disagreements, those differences were exaggerated. That what we see happening here in 

this parable. This isn’t a full picture of Pharisees, and certainly not representative of Jewish 

people. 

We Christians have allowed stereotypes to bring harm and violence to our Jewish 

neighbors for centuries - and we allow it to continue today when we do not speak out for them 

with respect and true regard as God’s people. We have watched antisemitism and violence 

toward our Jewish neighbors increase over the last few years. We need to confess our complicity 

in doing what Jesus’ parable warns against – presuming to be more righteous, showing contempt 

for Jewish people, and not standing against antisemitism and all hatred. Let’s be cautious of how 

we talk about our Jewish neighbors, both in the Bible and in our communities today. 

 We have this natural inclination to set ourselves apart from others. Add to this our 

contemporary culture that actually fuels this tendency to put ourselves above others and hold 

contempt for those who think or believe or live differently than we do. At its best social media 

can help us see the world and people’s lives through new eyes. But as we’ve also seen, social 

media creates insular online communities, using algorithms that allow us to see more similar 

content, increasing our tendency to herd ourselves into camps. We end up seeing less of the 

world, and because those words on the screen aren’t attached to a live human face, almost 

without thinking we condemn anyone who has a difference of opinion on some topic, or whose 

life situation is so unfamiliar to us it must be wrong, or at least less significant than the type of 

life we lead. 

 We are so quick to react and to condemn. A few key strokes. Or an angry outburst. We 

take our principles and bash them over someone else’s head insisting that we are right at all 
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costs, and anyone who thinks differently is not worthy of our regard. This happens even in the 

church – over politics, over masks, over racial justice, over abortion.  

I’ve heard a lot the last year or so about “those people.” “Those people” being the ones 

who have not returned to worship in our church buildings. “How do we get those people back in 

our pews?” Those people? Are these not your neighbors, your fellow disciples, maybe even your 

family? Our anxiety and reactivity is so high, that it’s easier to blame others for the way things 

are than to think about what we might do differently – in our actions and our attitudes. 

In today’s gospel reading, Jesus challenges us to approach all of this self-righteousness 

and contempt in a new way. Jesus challenges us to move beyond our contempt and pride by 

considering how we present ourselves before God in prayer, and I would add, worship. 

What is the posture we take before God? Do we say, “I thank you God, I am not like 

those other people. Look! I’m here in worship!” 

Or might it be possible for us to approach God in humility? In confession, acknowledging 

that we have lacked charitable thoughts and actions before others. “Our words have been heated, 

our facebook posts mean. And, God, we are sorry for our poor witness of your love. We take 

responsibility for ourselves, our thoughts, our words, and actions. Have mercy on us.” 

 After Jesus tells this parable of the Pharisee and the tax collector, there is this shocking 

statement that the tax collector – the one who has colluded with the Roman occupiers, perhaps 

taken more than his fair share of the taxes for himself - went home right with God rather than the 

Pharisee. The tax collector, who does not say, “I will do better” or make any kind of promise to 

God, simply makes his confession and Jesus says that he is justified. It’s an outrageous 

statement. 

 But it shouldn’t be any surprise, because this parable is here in Luke’s Gospel, where 

God sees those whom we overlook or judge or show contempt. This is Luke’s telling of the 

gospel, where Mary declares who God sees – the lowly, the humble, the hungry, and the rich and 

haughty are sent away. This is the gospel in which Jesus declares a Samaritan of all people 

comes to the rescue of the beaten man; and we should go and do likewise. This is the gospel in 

which a woman sits at Jesus’ feet to learn from him instead of playing the host. And Jesus says 

she has chosen rightly. This is the gospel in which Jesus tells a parable about a father who 

divides his property between his two sons– as if he is already dead - one of whom takes his share 

and leaves home, only to return home penniless. And that son receives a party. 
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 God’s grace and attention is on those whom we do not expect. Today’s parable is one 

more instance of that. But Jesus doesn’t say “Go be nice to other people.” Instead, his challenge 

is to notice how we approach God. That is where our lives are centered, that is where our identity 

as beloved child of God is found, and experience of standing honestly before God, laid bare of 

our sin and brokenness, then we are made new, washed again with the waters of promise, which 

pours overs us and into us, creating us anew. And those waters blur and wash away his line that 

we draw between us and God and those people over there. How we approach God shapes our 

view of ourselves and others. How we approach God challenges us to live more humbly with 

those whom we disagree with or don’t understand, without those lines, with gentler tongues, and 

kinder actions. 

Jennifer Eberhardt, the author of Biased, finds hope that we can reroute our neural 

pathways. She says that simply reflecting and becoming aware of our bias does begin to make a 

difference. I would take it one step further. Reflecting on our bias in the presence of God, 

humbly acknowledging where we have gone wrong when we pray and worship allows God to 

begin the work of reshaping, rerouting, and restoring broken community. Amen. 

 


